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Telecoms Guide
to MTIC
prevention will always be cheaper than cure
- because there is no cure …
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1 About the Guide
Missing Trader Intra-Community (MTIC) VAT Fraud is a significant problem for both businesses
and tax authorities within the European Union (EU). This guide has been prepared in support of
recent presentations and articles intended to raise awareness of Missing Trader tax fraud
amongst the widest possible telecoms audience. I gratefully acknowledge the contribution of
industry colleagues in helping identify measures that can reduce the risk of involvement in a
fraudulent MTIC supply chain.
Rather unusually, this guide provides you with questions rather than answers; questions for you
and questions for others. The content is based upon years of fraud management experience and
incorporates elements of good practice and governance models from other industries which
have been adapted to the Telecoms MTIC environment and lifecycle.
Whilst the guide is focused on MTIC Telecoms Fraud within the EU, the core principles will apply
to other high risk goods and services and may be useful if MTIC type frauds emerge in other
economic communities.

1.1 Who is the Guide for and how do you use it?
The Guide is intended to assist all Telecoms Operators, from start-ups to Tier 1 carriers; it’s for
management who need to understand MTIC risks and operational staff who need to manage
them. In order to mitigate MTIC fraud risks, Telecoms Operators must be able to demonstrate to
their tax authority that they have taken:

‘every precaution which could reasonably be required of them
to ensure that their transactions are not connected with fraud’
Use the guide to develop a logical, structured approach to recognising and responding to MTIC
risks. It’s not intended to be a comprehensive guide to fraud, VAT or Telecoms but it does
provide businesses with enough information to understand MTIC risks and help them develop
practical preventive and detective measures to mitigate them.
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2 What you need to Know
In January 2016, the European Commission, estimated that VAT Fraud was costing the EU
€180bn annually. The Commission doesn’t hold separate data for MTIC fraud but Europol
estimates that €40-60 billion of the annual VAT losses are caused by organised crime groups and
that 80% of organized MTIC fraud is perpetrated by 2% of those groups.

2.1 How does VAT work?
Tax authorities set a registration turnover and all businesses which exceed that turnover are
required to be registered for VAT. They must charge VAT on their goods or services and can
reclaim any VAT they’ve paid on business-related goods or services. In the simple example
below, the business purchases parts in order to manufacture and sell a laptop; the tax on
purchases is known as input tax and the tax on sales is known as output tax.

VAT traders must report the VAT they’ve charged by sending a VAT Return to their tax authority;
this is usually due every month or 3 months.

2.2 How does MTIC work?
MTIC fraud is a significant problem but it’s not a new concept and VAT repayment frauds have
been around as long as the tax itself. In a simple repayment fraud, a registered VAT Trader
makes a fraudulent reclaim of VAT and disappears with the money paid out, however, tax
authorities soon implemented countermeasures to verify large claims before making payment
and fraudsters had to evolve new models in order to continue exploiting VAT processes. They
started to utilise import/export, specialising in high value, low volume goods, initially computer
chips then moving into mobile phones and later into intangible goods like carbon credits and
wholesale supplies of telecommunication services.
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2 What you need to Know
The fraud relies on cross-border supplies between EU members being zero-rated for VAT
purposes so a trader effectively receives those goods or services VAT free. In its simplest form,
known as acquisition fraud, the fraudsters establish a fraudulent trading chain and one of the
companies in the chain goes missing with the VAT, see below:

❶ Supplier in France sells UK trader A
€1m phones
VAT zero rated

❷ UK trader A sells to UK trader B for
£1.1m + £220,000 VAT
Output Tax = £220,000
Input Tax = zero
NET Payment due £220,000

❸ UK trader B then sells to trader C for
£1.2m + VAT
Input Tax = £220,000
Output Tax = £240,000
NET Payment due £20,000
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2 What you need to Know
❹ UK trader C exports to another
EU state for £1.3m + zero VAT
Output Tax = zero
Input Tax = £240,000
NET Reclaim £240,000

❺ UK trader A goes missing and does not
pay £220,000 Output Tax
A

Tax authority loses £220,000

❻ If the goods re-enter the system it
becomes a carousel fraud

The next evolution of MTIC was contra-trading. This disguises the carousel fraud by using two
carousels, where one is legitimate and the other is not, and the input and output VAT from each
scheme cancel each other out to disguise the fraud. MTIC fraud supply chains are often more
complex and obscure than the simple example above, but one principle is constant - a missing
trader disappears with money due to the tax authority. If you are part of this supply chain you
risk being denied input tax in which case you effectively become the fraud victim. Contratrading means your input VAT can be at risk whether your business is dealing directly with a
fraudster or indirectly in another part of the supply chain.

ignorance of MTIC doesn’t change your liability
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2 What you need to Know
Along with other industry sectors, Telecoms Operators are being targeted because they are
generally ‘tax positive’, meaning they regularly pay significant amounts of VAT to their tax
authority. This makes them attractive to the fraudsters because they can avoid attracting tax
authority attention by using the scale of the Telecoms Operators to conceal significant
fraudulent MTIC transactions.
EU case law precedent on denial of input tax was established in the European Court of Justice by
the case of Belgium vs Kittel (Case C-439/04).
Often known as the ‘Kittel Principle’, this ruling can be broken down into three components:

• Was there fraudulent evasion of VAT?
• Was the transaction connected with that fraudulent
evasion of VAT?
• Did the taxable person, know when he entered into the
transaction, or should he have known that it was connected
with fraudulent evasion of VAT?

EU tax authorities will deny input tax to VAT traders who cannot show they have taken ‘every
precaution which could reasonably be required of them to ensure that their transactions are not
connected with fraud’, but they have never clarified exactly what precautions will discharge that
liability.

2.3 The Fraudster
Fraud is a business; the fraudster has investments and
overheads and takes risks. Your business may be an attractive
target if defrauding you doesn’t require much investment or
risk. Fraudsters are seeking out Telecoms Operators which do
not operate effective preventive controls and the fewer
questions you ask, the easier that job becomes. The
fraudster’s effort is proportionate to the potential reward –
MTIC fraud is an organised criminal activity and they will
establish complex commercial structures and systems if the
payoff is large enough.

To be successful, the fraudster needs to convince you that a)
his business is credible and b) his deals make commercial
sense.
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2 What you need to Know
2.4 The Taxman
The tax authorities’ objective is to collect the correct
amount of tax. After the fraudsters have gone missing
there is still a public duty to collect the tax and if you’re
in the chain they can collect it from you.
Tax authorities have fulfilled their responsibility to make
VAT traders aware of the risks of MTIC and have
provided basic guidance on avoiding those risks.
HMRC (CC BY 2.0)

Faced with a potential MTIC tax loss, the tax authorities will examine your transactions and
compare the sequence of events with what should have happened, i.e. ‘every reasonable
precaution’. If the tax authority doesn’t see evidence of appropriate checks its likely to give
you a bill for the MTIC loss. It can also apply a penalty; in some countries this can exceed
100% of the tax involved.
To be successful, i.e. collect the missing tax, the taxman needs to show that you didn’t take
every reasonable precaution or that having done so, you should have known you were
involved with a fraud.

2.5 MTIC Risk Management
In the same way as any other risk, MTIC risk should be balanced by controls, otherwise the
business is either carrying excessive risk or unnecessary control costs. A good MTIC strategy
includes:
• Risk Assessment of new and existing counterparties
• Ongoing monitoring of accounts and trading
• Awareness & Training
• Governance
Think of MTIC fraud as an examination where the tax authority is the examiner; your exam
paper will need to show your workings and how you reached your answer, so it’s worth
remembering that classic pre-examination advice, “make sure you understand the question”.
In this case it’s a two-part question:
a) did you take every reasonable precaution, and if so
b) should you have known that the transactions were fraudulent?
You should understand at the outset that in the case of MTIC loss, the tax authority doesn’t
need to evidence that you knowingly participated in a fraud or identify the people
responsible, it only needs to show that a person who took all reasonable precautions should
have known those transactions were fraudulent.
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2 What you need to Know
Another consideration is that the company may need to account for its actions several years
after the transactions. Will all the people concerned still be working in the business? Will you
be able to evidence what information was available and the factors considered at the time
actions/decisions were taken? Hindsight is a harsh judge so your process not only needs to
ensure you’ve taken every reasonable precaution but also that you can demonstrate this at a
later date. To be successful, you need to:
a) avoid the fraud,
b) keep it within acceptable limits, or
c) demonstrate there was no reasonable way to have known it was fraud.

no records = no mitigation
There is little value in avoiding the fraud in your own business and then inheriting someone
else’s fraud loss through merger or acquisition, for example, the Swisscom acquisition of
Fastweb in 2007 and the Vodafone acquisition of Ono in 2014. How much can MTIC add to the
price? Well, in June 2015, El Pais reported that fraud relating to the deduction of VAT from
certain Ono suppliers resulted in Vodafone paying the Spanish tax authority €73.1 million in
contributions, fines and other charges.

add MTIC to your M&A due diligence

2.5.1 Every reasonable precaution
If the fraudster’s objective is to convince you that his business and deals are credible then
yours must be to identify those which are not credible. The tax authorities will expect you to
take every reasonable precaution to identify fraud but what does that mean in practice? It
means you may need to add some additional checks to the due diligence you perform
currently, especially if you detect any MTIC red flags (see section 4). Establish appropriate
baseline controls for all counterparties and apply enhanced due diligence to high risk
counterparties and/or deals.
In order to succeed, fraudsters need to do business with you, so, whether they are buying or
selling, they’ll make the deal attractive. Previous MTIC victims have been presented with easy
deals which delivered a good margin for little effort – if you’re presented with a similar
proposal it could be indicative of a counterparty which is stealing your VAT as his margin.
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2 What you need to Know
Ask yourself and have your team ask the question:

why does the customer/supplier need us in this deal
- is it only for the VAT?
There may be legitimate reasons for low rates on destinations or number ranges where they are
part of a deal involving blended rates, however, this can create arbitrage opportunities and
should be monitored to ensure its not generating negative margin, i.e. making a loss. Is there
any legitimate reason why you would be offered rates below the regulated termination rate?
Are there any circumstances where this traffic is not bypass or illegal e.g. SIMboxing? And if any
of those deals turn into MTIC, does the tax authority have grounds to deny input tax because
you should have known the supply could not be legitimate?

establish the normal then question the abnormal; use common sense
and challenge anything suspicious
These attractive deals can create interesting challenges and you should pay attention when
MTIC processes appear to conflict with sales targets or margins on least cost routing. Fraudsters
rely on the fact that people do not look too critically at the deals that are driving their KPIs and
bonuses and almost always defend them as delivering business benefit. It’s important that you
understand MTIC risks before you accept them and that decisions are taken by the person who
owns the risk, not the one who gets the bonus.

review your business processes and KPIs to ensure you are not rewarding
people for taking MTIC risks
The objective of due diligence and risk assessment is to enable you to make a judgement on the
integrity of your entire supply chain. The Kittel principle applies to contra-trading and to VAT
fraud committed upstream or downstream in the supply chain and not just your immediate
suppliers and customers. Bear in mind that where there are multiple transaction chains,
connections are not simply linear along one chain but may involve chains intersecting – is this
considered in your process?
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2 What you need to Know
In response to MTIC fraud, EU tax authorities applied domestic reverse charges for mobile
telephones, computer chips, emissions allowances, gas and electricity. From February 2016, UK
introduced a domestic reverse charge for the wholesale supply of telecommunications services.
This means the customer must account for the VAT due rather than the supplier. The customer
deducts the VAT due on the supply as an input, meaning no net tax is payable to HMRC, the UK
tax authority. Reverse charge removes the risk for the tax authority but unfortunately not for the
VAT trader, so if this transaction is at the end of a dirty chain the same rules will apply whether
it’s a domestic tax loss or one which occurred in another EU state – the input tax can be denied.
There is a general assumption that MTIC is an external threat but professional fraudsters may
subvert an employee or even introduce an accomplice into the business. Having an insider
brings a number of advantages for the fraudster as it helps ensure that deals are optimised and
defended within the business and also ensures the best information on other opportunities and
advance warning on detection.

consider segregation of duties between MTIC monitoring and core
business processes

2.5.2 ‘Should have known’
Some businesses will inevitably find their transactions are investigated and then billed to them
as MTIC fraud by the tax authority. If liability is disputed, the matter may end up before a tax
tribunal which will rule on the totality of the evidence. The tribunal will find in favour of the tax
authority if:

a) a trader has not taken all reasonable precautions, or
b) should have known those transactions were fraudulent.
‘Should have known’ is a complex area which could fill a book in its own right; judgements are
based on applicable law, relevant tax authority regulations and guidance, case law and the
circumstances of the transaction. Whilst it may be possible to give a potentially reasonable
explanation for each individual suspicious circumstance, the tribunal will determine whether the
combination of suspicious circumstances mean that the VAT trader should have known the only
reasonable explanation was fraud.
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2 What you need to Know
For example, is there a reasonable explanation for a large, high-margin deal in international
interconnect with a counterparty which was incorporated as a drinks retailer and had been
trading less than 12 months? What if, co-incidentally, you were contacted by customer and
supplier within the same week and the supplier was able to offer good credit terms? And the
size of the deal meant you would be in a substantial repayment position?
Retail credit decisions are often based on scorecards created from data available at the time of
the application, e.g. demographics (age, time at residence, time at job, postal code), existing
relationship (time at bank, number of products, payment performance), credit bureau, real
estate data, etc. An equivalent mechanism for MTIC could be used to identify high risk
counterparties and deals where the combined red flags create a credibility gap which cannot
pass the ‘should have known’ test.
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3 What you need to Do
3.1 Recommendation
You need to understand if, and how, MTIC affects your business and it is recommended that
you employ a staged approach:
a)
b)
c)
d)

assign Senior Management accountability for MTIC
check relevant legislation, regulation and tax authority guidance
conduct a risk assessment
subject to b) and c) above, train appropriate employees so they can recognise MTIC risk
indicators and know the appropriate actions to take
e) subject to b) and c) above, establish and resource an appropriate process to detect and
monitor MTIC risks
f) have the process reviewed by Audit and/or expert advisers
g) document the process so you can show what precautions you’ve taken.

3.2 Senior Management accountability for MTIC
As a minimum, businesses need to identify a person who is accountable for MTIC Fraud,
ensuring that risks are mitigated and implementing a process to identify, assess, and understand
MTIC risks for their business operations.
If you are that person, it’s important that you understand
the risks and are not swayed by less well informed views,
e.g.:
•
it won’t happen to us
•
we can’t afford the controls
•
Audit will detect any fraud
For the record, it can happen to anyone, the controls only
need to be sufficient to mitigate the risk and Audit may
detect the fraud, but your money will be long gone.
The tax authorities expect a business to have a good
working knowledge of its industry and to act appropriately
on adverse indicators. MTIC is a deception which succeeds
if honest people do not suspect a fraud; that might be
because they were presented with reasonable
explanations or maybe they didn’t look very hard.
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3 What you need to Do
3.3 Check for relevant legislation and guidance
This guide is generic so you will need to identify and understand the current legislation,
regulation and tax authority guidance that applies in your market or markets. Your review
should ensure a lawful process for terminating and declining counterparties, making any
required notification to the authorities and avoiding ‘tipping off’ under money laundering or
other applicable legislation.

3.4 Conduct a RiskAssessment
The objective of the initial risk assessment is to ensure the business has taken reasonable steps
to identify any exposure to MTIC fraud risks. It should be applied to every part of the business
and should specifically consider the following high risk areas:
• Domestic and international interconnect (voice and data)
• Terminals (handsets, tablets)
• Exceptions and non-standard procedures, including MVNOs and roaming
• Mergers and acquisitions
If your initial risk assessment suggests potential MTIC exposure, more detailed work is required
in order to capture and record the risks and determine appropriate countermeasures, starting
with identifying high risk counterparties which exceed your acceptable risk threshold. The
‘Know your Counterparty’ (KYC) checks described below are appropriate to both customers and
suppliers, remember, if you’re anywhere in an MTIC chain you risk being denied input tax by the
tax authority and picking up the bill for the fraud.
Perform the checks on both new and existing counterparties. You may find that some or all of
these checks are already part of your existing business processes, in which case you will only
need to ensure they are recorded and can be produced in case of future challenge. And make
sure you include all wholesale services in your risk assessment – the use of prepay trading
exchanges only limits your credit risk, not your MTIC risk. Prepay trading exchanges fill a
legitimate need, but some are more legitimate than others; for example, does your exchange
offer anonymous trading? Several MTIC suspects have been identified on prepay trading
exchanges and the director of one company trading up to €2m per month, appears on
mugshots.com.
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3 What you need to Do
How have you assessed the risk? Did you compare the projected VAT amounts to your
company’s delegated financial authorisation levels and obtain sign–off from the risk owner?
In assessing the sign-off value did you take account of:
• professional fees
• loss of senior management time
• tax authority applying 100% penalty
• impact on brand & reputation?
Don’t underestimate the collateral impact on your business. As a relevant example, an
international corruption investigation led to a Telecoms Operator being fined €600m, however
the investigation and remediation cost the company a further €700m in professional fees.

3.5 Ongoing RiskAwareness
Let’s assume you’ve taken all the above into account and your initial risk assessment leads you
to conclude the business has a minimal, or acceptable, exposure to MTIC Fraud. That may be
true at the time of the assessment, but how will you identify risks in new products and
services or new business opportunities; what if you buy, or merge with, another business?
In order to manage the MTIC risk over time, the accountable person needs to implement an
ongoing mechanism to identify, monitor and review high risk areas. In practice this can be
achieved by simple awareness training at Board level and amongst the operational owners
identified by the risk assessment; those people need to be able to recognise MTIC indicators
and know where they should be reported. High risk areas can be identified and monitored a
number of ways:
• briefings from professional advisers
• communication with tax authorities

• sharing information with industry peers
• review industry and tax technical journals
• monitoring MTIC media reports
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3 What you need to Do
3.6 RiskAssessment of New and Existing Counterparties
If your initial risk assessment suggests potential MTIC exposure, more detailed work is required
in order to capture and record the risks and determine appropriate countermeasures, starting
with identifying high risk counterparties which exceed an agreed risk threshold. The ‘Know your
Counterparty’ (KYC) checks described below are appropriate to both customers and suppliers remember, if you’re in an MTIC chain and haven’t taken every reasonable precaution, you risk
being denied input tax by the tax authority and picking up the bill for the fraud.
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3 What you need to Do
3.6 Risk assessment of new and existing Counterparties
Perform the following baseline checks on both new and existing counterparties:

BASELINE CHECKS:
•Verify VAT status
•Company checks including credit check
•Verify counterparty payment details
•Verify counterparty KYC processes
•Check commercial terms
•Verify trading
•Note any Risk Indicators – see Red Flags
•Document the assessment and decision

You may find that some or all of these checks
are already part of your existing business
processes, in which case you will only need to
ensure they are recorded and can be produced
in case of future challenge.
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3 What you need to Do
3.7 Ongoing monitoring of accounts and trading
Ongoing counterparty monitoring will identify risk indicators or changes of behaviour which may
emerge after the initial risk assessment.

ONGOING MONITORING:
•Periodically verify VAT status
•Identify changes in ownership or control
•Identify changes in payment profile
•Identify unusual pricing or commercial terms
•Identify unusual traffic profiles or volumes
•Identify any exceptional high risk processes
•Note any Risk Indicators – see Red Flags
•Document the assessment and decision

You may find that some or all of these checks
are already part of your existing business
processes, in which case you will only need to
ensure they are recorded and can be produced
in case of future challenge.
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3 What you need to Do
3.8 Awareness & Training
Awareness is the primary defence for your business. Effective training means that employees
will be able to recognise MTIC risk indicators and know who to contact to prevent or minimise
MTIC impacts. Awareness training can be focused on the high risk business activities but should
also include those with governance and compliance responsibilities, i.e.:
• Chief Financial Officer and Chief Risk Officer
• Relevant commercial and supply chain teams
• Relevant finance/credit control teams

• Revenue assurance and fraud management teams

prevention is cheaper than cure - because there is no cure
Training need not be expensive or time-consuming and the availability of online teach & test
functionality allows the business to both produce evidence of the awareness training and refresh
it as appropriate.

3.9 Governance
Governance considers the structure, metrics, roles and responsibilities necessary to manage,
measure and improve performance of a process, in short, what should be done, how it should be
done and measuring that it has been done. Almost always, the most practical option will be to
integrate MTIC into your existing governance framework. The nature of governance will vary
between businesses but the key step to ensuring that the business has taken all reasonable
precautions is to have identified a process/risk owner.
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4 Red Flags
Red flags are indicators of problem or risk and some are indicators of fraud in their own right
e.g. an unregistered trader charging VAT. Others are less conclusive but, in the absence of
credible explanations, the combined circumstances may lead you to decide that the only
reasonable explanation is fraud. The following is a relevant, but not exhaustive, list of telecoms
red flags:

Unregistered or unverified VAT status
Company checks inconsistent with information provided by counterparty
Failure to disclose relevant information
Trading from residential address or serviced offices
Counterparty address offshore, bank is offshore or changes of account or
bankers, especially to offshore bank or alternative payment platform
Businesses recently bought by new owners with no industry history, consistent
with long firm fraud
Court cases or other adverse commercial history
Financial statements indicate short trading history or large income in a short
space of time
Projected traffic volumes significantly exceed previous trading and/or indicate
you are the only (or majority) customer
Short gaps in invoice numbers, indicating you are the major customer
No evidence of counterparty operating MTIC due diligence
Counterparty has been introduced by another counterparty

establish the normal; question the abnormal
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4 Red Flags
Back-to-back deals where customer and supplier are introduced together
Circular transactions e.g. devices which are delivered to the same place they
were bought
Unsecured loans with unrealistic rates of interest
Request for payment to be made to third party
Request to split payment of the net and VAT amounts
Payment date before invoice date
Requests for round sum payments, shorter payment terms or other unusual
payment terms
Pricing, or other commercial terms inconsistent with the rest of the market
e.g. repeat deals at the same or a lower price or abnormal discounts
Few transactions but high value
Rapid changes in costs, revenues and traffic (either volumes or direction)
Flat profiles, e.g. no hourly/daily traffic variation or unexpected/unexplained
spikes in trading activity
Increasing traffic volumes with no obvious commercial explanation or traffic
exceeds trading threshold
Unusually large amount of traffic with a foreign counterparty
Use of one-time vendors or carrier trading exchanges

establish the normal; question the abnormal
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5 What to do if you need Help

If you need assistance with MTIC or any other aspect of fraud
management:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strategy
Policy & Standards
Risk Assessment
People, Processes, Tools
Governance & Compliance
Investigations
Interim management

•

just email david.morrow@fraudfit.com.
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6 Useful references
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

MTIC (VAT FRAUD) IN VOIP – Boston University School of Law Working Paper
No. 10-03
‘VOIP MTIC – The Italian Job (Operazione “PHUNCARDS-BROKER”)’ another
paper by Professor Richard T Ainsworth of Boston University School of Law a recommended read
European Court of Auditors' Special Report No 24/2015 (2015 Discharge):
"Tackling intra-Community VAT fraud: More action needed"
European Court of Auditors' Press Release Luxembourg, 3 March 2016,
Fighting VAT fraud: “time to step up efforts”
Europol website
Tax authority websites – press releases and sections on VAT
Tax Tribunal website – case listings and judgements
Tax specialists and Accounting websites
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Conclusion
In other industries there is ample evidence of
businesses going into liquidation after falling
victim to MTIC Fraud - don’t join them.
Conduct a risk assessment and protect your
business.
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